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ABSTRACT

The National Curriculum statement, or NCS for short, proposes significant shifts in the way that teachers carry out their work. Strategies, such as investigation and collaborative work were promoted as a reform model for effective teaching and learning. Thus, the intention of this research project is to determine how mathematics teachers are implementing the new reform in South Africa.

Based on Sfard's theory of commognitive development, a theoretical framework has been established and the focus specified in the following research questions:

1. How does a teacher mediate instruction during object-level & meta-level learning?
2. What enables and constrains her/his facilitative mediation in the case of Congruency in Grade 9?
3. What can we learn about the practical efficacy of Sfard’s discourse theory?

In order to explore the actual teaching process the research project presents a case study constituted from two teaching practices on one topic, Congruency, at a College in Johannesburg. The purpose of observing and interviewing two teachers on the same lessons is to get a greater variety of conversation on object-level and meta-level learning. At the same time analysing their teaching process in-depth creates an opportunity to have different possibilities of mediating collaborative learning. The study addresses the three research questions through two related activities – non-participant observation and semi-structural interviews with teachers (in order to provide an opportunity for teachers to express their opinion).

Two main findings can be summarized: Firstly, the way the teacher manages instruction originates from her/his teaching style. The data analysis clearly confirms that mediation of the two teachers on the topic Congruency does not differ according object-level and meta-level learning, but according to the teachers. The second finding is related with Sfard’s theoretical perspective: on the one hand the Department recommends investigative activities, whilst, on the other hand, Sfards’ theory states that reinvention by the learner is highly unlikely. Therefore the practical efficacy of Sfard’s theory is that in meta-level learning investigative activities are not appropriate and the role of the teacher should be dominant, not necessarily as facilitator.

This research study is an empirical proof of the validity of Sfard’s theory and unspecified requirements of the Department of Education.

KEYWORDS: object-level learning, meta-level learning, Congruency, Commognitive theory.
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